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Praise for Painted in the Desert
“Inspiring, moving, edifying, beautiful! And maybe my favorite part is that I’m still thinking about it
the next day!”
Mary R. Morrison, Comedian & Writer
“Just watched the movie, plan on watching it again in a couple of days. Not at all what I expected.
I would start referring to it as a movie for the artist’s soul and never call it a documentary again! It
was inspiring, refreshing and fun. As an artist of sorts, I always felt weird about openly saying it.
“I do art”, “I do custom metal”, etc. is different than saying “I am an artist”. I will now use the latter.
Anyone who doesn’t like this movie is either uncomfortable with themselves or just doesn’t give
two shits about the success and talent of other people. I’m not sure if this expresses what I mean
correctly but I absolutely loved the movie!
Robert Frazier, Artist and SFC
“It is definitely a film that all early artists need to see.”
Artist
“I loved following the bright and talented rising star, author, artist and photographer Mellissae Lucia, as she shares with us her personal artistic journey and how she found her calling alone with
her camera in the arroyos of the desert, while giving homage to the many amazing artists who
inspired and supported her along the way. I found this thoughtful film to be both entertaining and
inspiring for anyone who has ever felt the need to break away from the ordinary, to dig deep and
uncover the extraordinary waiting to be discovered inside.”
Sherry Hoffman, Writer & Transformational Coach
“...so alive, playful and honest”
Beegee Tornatore, Therapist & Speaker
“I’m an artist by avocation. I found in MK’s and Mellissae’s collaboration a beautiful depiction of
the powerful pull to create that both blesses and curses the soul who attends to it. In it you will
see, hear, and feel the ageless tale of the hero’s journey that has brought Mellissae to her powerful vulnerability that touches and inspires all of us lucky enough to walk the earth with her in time
and space”
Brian Parks, Artist, Photographer, Writer, and Leadership Development consultant at the Boeing
Company
“Paintud un thu Desurt muy delught you un wuys thut you du nut expect tu be delightud.. Ut muy
challunge you un wuys thut you du nut exuct tu be chalungud.. Ut muy show you thungs you du
nut expect tu b shuwn.. Nd, uf you stay wuth ut ull thu wuy, you just may fun ut, as I dud, a revelatium...Just luke real lufe..”
-Wiz-UL, Unner Spuce
“Extremely engaging.”
Daniel Callicoat, Writer & Senior UX Designer
“Painted in the Desert considers some fascinating questions: How does an artist make art? What
confluences of inspiration and life impulsion, craft and accident, aesthetic judgement and outside
influence bring forth a work of art? How does the artist arrive at a point of clarity about her work?
I found the relevance of these questions to extend beyond the sphere of art - to be key to the
crafting of one’s life. It gave me much to think about.”
Wendy Mulhern, Writer & Poet

Synopsis
18 working artists reveal what it takes to survive and thrive with art as your day gig.
Short Synopsis
The engrossing new documentary film, Painted in the Desert, by MK Barr, delves into the lives of 18
working artists offering an intimate view only an insider could access. Following second-generation
artist and adventurer Mellissae Lucia into the wilds of the New Mexico desert, the movie also weaves
in candid and fascinating interviews with the studio glass movement pioneers Mellissae grew up with
including her father Dick Weiss. Filmed in the enchanting studios and homes of these ground-breaking
innovators, the film explores how these working artists really feel about collaboration, inspiration, earning a living, and the deep satisfaction of following their own visions. Painted in the Desert shares the
surprising truth about what it takes to survive and thrive with art as your day gig.
Longer Synopsis
Painted in the Desert, the engrossing new documentary film from MK Barr delves into the fascinating
lives of 18 working artists, revealing how they have created remarkable lives following their own passions. Weaving together the triumphant story of second-generation artist and adventurer Mellissae
Lucia in the wilds of the New Mexico desert with intimate interviews that only an insider could access,
Mellissae Lucia revisits her father’s community of artists who inspired her own commitment to living
a creative life. In this uplifting and joyful film, the artists speak from the heart, sharing candid insights
about the motivations, attitudes and practices that keep them going in a profession that is at best misunderstood, and at worst completely disregarded in contemporary times.
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In the film we meet Mellissae Lucia’s father, artist Dick Weiss, as he shares his infections delight in
the treasures surrounding him created by his friends in the tight-knit northwest studio glass movement community.
Glass artist and printer Walter Lieberman questions the role of teamwork in art, telling the story of
how he and Dick Weiss first began their thirty-year collaborative partnership.
Cappy Thompson reveals her own philosophies on dedicating herself to her craft as she guides us
through her charming studio filled with her painted glass vessels of cross-cultural deities and myths.
At their windy island retreat, Connie and Charlie Parriott honestly share their views on living as a
creative couple.
Paul Marioni pushes the boundaries between glass art and sculpture, politics and mysticism.
Seattle street artist cooperative Full Circle Gallery including Dave Bloomfield (aka: Starheadboy),
Ryan “Henry” Ward, Narboo and Andrew Miller (aka: MANTISART), share their joy in collaborative art making and why they plaster their unique visions on northwest public walls.
Married artists Bob and Mary Carlson get inside our heads to help us rethink everything.
Mellissae’s stepmother, glass blower, Sonja Blomdahl, shares her courageous perspectives on
money and following her own path.
Dick Marquis shares his irreverent mastery of combining ancient glass blowing techniques with a
funky pop-art aesthetic as we tour his playful, northwest island compound. Marquis’ wife Johanna
Nitzke Marquis guides us through her delightful studio covered with her soulful assemblages filled
with artifacts and talismans.
San Francisco photographer and adventurer, Jak Wonderly offers his captivating wildlife portraits
that reveal the souls of animals and how he claimed his wild spirit.
Santa Fe artist and dancer Lisa de St. Croix shares her own deeply transformative journey through
her symbolic canvases.

Bios
●MK Barr  (Director, Producer, Videographer, Special Effects, Editor)
MK Barr is a multi-disciplinary artist and holds a Bachelor’s of Science degree in interior design and has studied 2 years of art school. She has worked
in the interior, architecture field as a design director, designer and computer designer, taught interior design at a local college, was shown & represented for her artwork on the west coast, published multiple books including her
illustrated tale, Coral, Koko & Ponch: An Inner Adventure, and created the Seattle Local Artist Cards, highlighting the work of fellow northwest creators.
Her film projects have ranged from animated shorts to music videos and objectanimation creations. Her collaborative work with other artists across genres is an
inspiring adventure in reclaiming the playful wonder of life.

Featured Artists in the Film
●Mellissae Lucia (Producer) - Photography, Collage & Watercolors
www.oracleofinitiation.com
Mellissae was raised in a family of professional artists, allowing her to explore her creative voice from a very early
age. Mellissae’s work continues the tradition of women artists who have used their own bodies as the primary
vessels for their artistic expression. Ana Mendieta, Cindy Sherman, Joyce Tenneson, Anne Brigman, Julie Rrap,
Hannah Wilke and Francesca Woodman are all fellow artists who used photographic self-portraiture to examine
identity, relationship and transformation through the camera lens.
Mellissae’s artwork has been featured in both group and individual shows, her collages have been published in
the influential magazine Art & Life by Teesha Moore, as well as Holly Harrison’s book, Mixed Media Collage-An
Exploration of Contemporary Artists, Methods and Materials. In 2008 she published her first photographic selfportraiture book named Earthen Body.
In 2010 she published the premier limited edition Oracle of Initiation divination deck and her Painted Body imagery was featured on the cover of the eighth anniversary issue of Tarasophist International magazine with three
different cover designs. She has also been a guest on the radio shows of Hillary Raimo, Donnaleigh de LaRose,
and Trevahr Hughes. Mellissae has just completed the companion book to the Oracle of Initiation divination
deck. She lives in Seattle, WA and San Diego, CA.

“Glowing Bear”

Mellissae at her Horse Collage show

“Instinct” from the
Painted Body Series

●Dick Weiss - Painted Glass, Stained Glass, Ceramics Painting & Print-making - Mellissae’s Father
www.dickweissglass.com
Wikipedia Article - en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dick_Weiss
Collaborates with Walter Lieberman under the name WD40+

Mellissae Lucia and her father, Dick Weiss in his
home with his collaborative art behind them.

Tacoma Art Museum
“Monster” by
Dick Weiss

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
commission by Dick Weiss

“Dick Weiss is part of the American Glass Studio Movement. He earned his Bachelor of Arts in psychology
from Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut. He is a teacher at Pilchuck Glass School and is primarily
known for his large installations such as the work at The Seattle/Tacoma Airport, his glass & ceramic painting
and his collaborations with Walter Lieberman with the name of WD40+” Courtesey of Wikipedia
“The abstract compositions of Dick Weiss’s screens are at once masculine and delicate: wide fields of colors
barely touch; a heavy red heart rests gingerly atop a field of green, both suspended in empty space; and white
circles float like a constellation of moons, graphically tied together by the thin black lead lines that connect
them.” Courtesy of Traver Gallery
●Walt Lieberman - Painted Glass, Print-making, and Glass Blowing
web.media.mit.edu/~lieber/Walt/
Collaborated with Dick Weiss under the name of WD40+

“Arctic Moon”

Walt Lieberman with “Gandhi” & “Frida” at the Tacoma Art Museum

“Botanica”

“Walter Lieberman paints on glass using an extremely sophisticated technique. He has mastered an esoteric art
of layered enamels in which color, after firing, is removed to reveal what is beneath.”
Victoria Milne in Glass Magazine

●Cappy Thompson - Stained Glass, Painted Glass, Print-making & Ceramics Painting
www.cappythompson.com
Wikipedia Article - en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cappy_Thompson

“Gathering the Light”
detail

“Gathering the Light”
Permanent Installation
Museum of Glass, Tacoma, WA

“Gathering the Light” Full Panel

“Cappy Thompson is the major practitioner of the art of transparent enameling in the American Studio Glass
Movement.”
Gary Baker, Curator, Chrysler Museum of Art
“Simply put, Seattle artist Cappy Thompson, paints stories on glass. Gathering the Light celebrates the story of
glass blowing on an epic scale. The piece, which measures 11 1/2 feet height by 15 feet wide, depicts an elaborate landscape of colorful vignettes from a mythical world of glass makers. Trumpet blowing fish, an entourage
of visitors and a footbridge leading to the Temple of Muses allude to the Museum and commemorate it’s first
anniversary.”
●Charlie Parriott - Glass Blowing, Casting & Painting  & Connie Parriott- Painter
www.travergallery.com/gallery_artist_details/Charlie-Parriott.aspx

“Lion” by Charlie Parriott

By Charlie Parriott
Permanent Installation
Pacific Place Mall, Seattle, WA

“Self-Portrait” by Connie Parriott

“As in past bodies of work, (Charlie’s Work) is inspired by his close relationship to, and continuing interest in
Easter Europe, with a particular emphasis on the legends and traditions of the Czech Republic.”
Traver Gallery -Website

●Paul Marioni- Glass Blowing, Casting, Slumping & Painting
Wikipedia Article - en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Marioni

Mask
from the “Paul Marioni Collection”
show at the Tacoma Art Museum,
Tacoma, WA

“Bagman”
from the “Paul Marioni Collection” show
at the Tacoma Art Museum, Tacoma, WA

Paul Marioni & Mellissae
at Pilchuck Glass School
(Paul is wearing a t-shirt he designed
for the Pilchuck Glass School Store.)

“His work is about human nature and is often inspired by his dreams. Known as an innovator in the glass world.
Marioni pushes his techniques to their limits, regularly redefining what is possible to achieve with the medium.
‘I work with glass for its distinct ability to capture and manipulate light. While my techniques are inventive, they
are only in service of the image,’ says Paul.”
Craft in America, Documentary -Website
●Full Circle Studio- Painters & Street Artists
Dave Bloomfield (aka: Starheadboy
starheadboy.blogspot.com/
Ryan Henry Ward (aka: Henry)
www.ryanhenryward.com
Wikipedia Article - en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ryan_Henry_Ward
Narboo
narboo.blogspot.com
Andrew MIller (aka: MANTISART)
www.facebook.com/pages/mantisart/116954320463

“Angel Buffalo” & “Starheadboy”
by Dave Bloomfield

“Compassion Wizard”
by Ryan Henry Ward

“Owl” by Narboo

by Andrew Miller

●Bob Carlson - Glass Painting and Blowing & Printmaking  ●Mary Carlson - Designer and Fine Artist
www.robertcarlson.net

Bob Carlson showing
“The Twelve Apostles
of the Modern Mind”

Bob & Mary Carlson’s home won the Seattle, AIA (American
Institute of Architects) Home of the Year - 1998

by Bob Carlson

“My pieces are three-dimensional narratives that are meant to be “grocked” (the term Robert Heinlein coined to
express complete and immediate understanding) as opposed to “understood”. Unlike a written narrative, where
a linear progression of words slowly brings the reader to the story and ultimately to an understanding, my sculptures present an entire narrative experience in a unique and more immediate visual format. To me this is the
beauty and allure of painted glass sculpture.”
Bob Carlson
●Sonja Blomdahl - Glass Blowing and Stained Glass
www.sonjablomdahl.com

Wikipedia Article - en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sonja_Blomdahl

Vase

Architectural Commision

Vases

“Sonja Blomdahl, the most interesting of the artists I met, worked in virtual seclusion in a narrow cinderblock
shed at the south end of Lake Union, producing subtle glory in the form of soft, bright, large bowls decorated
with bands of color. She labored before her furnace quietly and ritualistically, as if she had been standing there
for centuries, patiently working these elemental materials - fire and molten glass - performing the same motions
over and over again, a figure of Eliade’s pre-modern paradise, both enacting and crafting gleaming symbols of
the primitive’s eternal return.”
Fred Moody, Seattle and the Demons of Ambition: A Love Story, 2003

●Richard Marquis - Glass Blowing and Murrini Master
www.richardmarquis.com

Wikipedia Article - en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Marquis
Johanna Nitzke Marquis - Painting and Assemblages
www.museo.cc/jnm2.html thompson.com

By Richard Marquis

Richard Marquis’ murrini in his studio

Johanna Nitzke Marquis
in her studio

“Dick Marquis arrived down under in 1974 with a pioneering spirit, enormous interest in what he could see and
find, and a huge capacity to be generous with his skills and information.
What he took home is just a drop in the ocean of his extensive collections, while what he left behind after that
and subsequent visits helped lay the foundation for the development of the Australian glass movement of today.
You have to love the man with so much to give, who is not afraid to give it, and whose pool game tails off at the
same rate as mine does, given the intake of adult beverage.”
Nick Mount was once heard to say: Published in the 2005 GAS program guide
“Johanna Nitzke Marquis’ assemblages breathe new life into found objects that are both sentimental and eclectic. These collections of nostalgia are nestled in vintage boxes and frames, altogether fashioning a garden of
items through which the viewer may wander and stroll.”
The Museum of Northwest Art
●Jak Wonderly - Photography
www.jakwonderly.com

Photo by Jak Wonderly

Jak Wonderly in action

●Lisa de St. Croix - Painting
www.lisadestcroix.com

“Sarasvati”

Lisa at her home in Santa Fe, NM

“I am working to bring the unconscious to consciousness. As I look within, archetypes and shape-shifing reveal
my internal drama of transformation. Through this exploration of my psyche I see my personal mythology becoming a universal quest for self.”
Lisa de St. Croix -Website
Musicians in the Film
●Manoogh Hi
www.manooghihi.com Album: Mannoogh Hi and Silence
●Human Cargo
cdbaby.com/Artist/HumanCargo

Album: Sleep off the Hiway

●Feast
●Wes Sp8
www.wessp8.com Album: Lie & Wish
●Sean Kehoe
www.seankehoe.com
●Freedom
Album: Live in Ashland
●Kevin MacLeod (incompetech.com)
●Wake Self
●Krush Love
●PerlissDJ
●Mark Graham
●Markovich/A.M.P.
●Malampyre

Frequently Asked Questions - MK Barr
●You’re a first time director, how did you even think that you could do it?
I am not intimidated by large projects. In fact, that makes it more fun for me. The wonder and possibilities are
exciting. I never honestly thought I couldn’t do it until I got to the sound editing. I like the different sound qualities
mixed up but would love to have perfect sound to play with.
Also, I come from a commercial, interior design background and ran huge projects. This helped a ton! I have
experience with taking a design or idea and following it through even if I’m late with my “deadline.” For the film, I
set an unrealistic deadline for myself knowing that it would keep me on my toes. I tried really hard to honor that
deadline and worked 10 to 12 hours, almost every day, for months trying to reach it. I was only 3 months late for
a total of 9 months from the start of filming to the first screening. Mellissae and I are both proud of that.
●The film has an unusual style and format.  What were your influences?
I have studied many, many different disciplines of art. I studied improv in Chicago, went to art school, I have
a BS in interior design, have danced a bit, made websites, etc. etc. and I love moving an audience. This was
one of my goals from the beginning was to move people. That is what draws me to Mellissae too. She is super
intense and way more spiritual than I am (at least we have VERY different names and understandings for what
we believe) and she moves people with her art. I wanted to present her in such a way that was approachable
and respectful at the same time...even if the viewer doesn’t believe in what she believes. Film lends itself to
doing that. I have been doing 3D graphics since college and so I taught myself that again so I could show her
dreaminess. It seems like around half the artists in the movie from the glass world aren’t that spiritual, so I had
to balance that out and that helped define the look of the film too.
Also, every time I would go to the 911 Media, DocuTalks hosted by Stuart Ferrier, there would be something that
we were all trying to work out that inspired me. My friends, Ron Austin and Louise Amandes let me hang with
them on a day shoot too. This helped so much more than they realize and was kind of a crash course in documentary making. Louise also did a quick overview on how to set up the software. I feel very lucky to have had
these people helping so much.
●We have heard mixed reviews on the sound since it’s very raw.  It has bothered some but others love it,
why do you think it’s an issue?
I think since it’s a feature length film, people think we did this with professional equipment and followed all the
rules. We did neither of those. Their expectations are in some ways a compliment since they think it was a professional undertaking when it’s all said and done. If I had to do it all over again, the movie would be exactly the
same, I would have just made sure I begged and borrowed for better sound equipment from the get go. People in
the business are going to flinch if they are reading this and haven’t seen the movie...we used the built-in, camera
sound equipment for the sound for the whole film. Please, if you’re flinching, you’ll get over it once you’ve seen
it (80% sure).
●I was very inspired and charged by the film.  Was that your goal?
Yes! I’m always disappointed when I see a movie and I feel worse afterwards. What was the point? I work really, really hard at the timing of things and hopefully that crossed over for you. I want to bring more authentic joy
in the world and I’m thrilled that I found a way to do that which is fun for me too. A lot of people who don’t even
like the art have been inspired by the conversations in the documentary.
If the movie doesn’t inspire or charge you, you probably don’t need anything in it. As Mellissae says, “If there is
something in the film that is yours, you will be activated by it.”
●When did you get to the point where it all came together?
When I had the beginning and the end done, I knew it was going to be good. When people gave their feedback,
I knew I was going to be proud, and this is important, even if everyone didn’t like it. I felt great about it regardless
if the movie isn’t for everyone. This was a huge, awesome breakthrough for me. I always had a strong skeleton
for the outline which helped too.

Something that is funny now, but not at the time, was when I gave Mellissae a half-done copy. I do NOT recommend this AT ALL! This was very traumatic for both of us because I had it done in my head but Mellissae couldn’t
see what the movie was supposed to look like since she couldn’t see inside my head. I gave her warnings but
she didn’t read them because she didn’t want to be influenced. She was very, very scared. My intentions were
good; I wanted her to see herself on film, see the sad things before anything else and be able to recover from
that. I didn’t realize she would have to recover from the viewing...ha ha ha ha ha ha. Now it makes us both laugh
but it was pretty bad at the time.
●”I was hoping for more about _______,” seems to be a common comment about a lot of the artists including Mellissae.  Was this on purpose?
Yes and no. I think if you are starved for the gifts that particular artist has to offer, the viewer is going to want
more of that person. The flip-side idea to that is that if you are starved for one artist, there is going to be another
one of the artists, guaranteed, that you’re not as much interested in and might even think there is too much of.
Even the people who loved the movie have all wanted more of one or more of the artists which is amazing.
●You said you have done many different types of art and/or design in your career, what drew you to
movies?
I feel like I’ve been training myself in a secret squirrel way (even to myself), to make movies. The fact that I can
do everything, putting the movie together myself (with help of course), is truly gratifying and fun. I love interior
design and art but it’s very quiet and there are a ton of things about it that can drag me down. Except for the
sound, which is totally fixable in my next movie, there wasn’t anything to drag me down. These are all enough
to draw me to making movies.
●You mentioned your budget was almost non-existent, do you think this effected the movie in a positive
or negative way?
Yes. Positive in that I learned how to do everything and I don’t think it suffered too much for it. Negative in that
we all wished we had better equipment from the beginning because then, we wouldn’t have lost a lot of the footage and we could hear all the wisdom clearly.
●A lot of artists in the film mention “starving artist” and talk about spirituality.  Was this intentional or
did they happen to mention it?
It was intentional. I had 3 questions I asked every single artist and those were 2 of them. We just asked those 3
for sure and then the other questions were more organic. It was interesting that the spirituality question opened
most people up and closed others down.
Since Mellissae grew up with these people or they are friends of hers, they had a tenderness for her that I think
shows through in the film. They trusted that she was there with love. They didn’t know me at all so I’m sincerely
thankful for that opportunity.
●Are you working on any projects you can tell us about?
I’m percolating (some see it as procrastination but I see it as a necessary time) about 2 different movies. I might
combine the two...who knows?
Also, I really want to make a holographic movie. I know this might sound far-fetched but the technology has
been around for years and years. The 3D glasses just aren’t cutting it for me. When we were out in the desert,
I was wishing I could show it in holograms. Very cool to think about!
●You are calling these travel journals and I can’t help noticing that the film isn’t a travel guide.  Why are
you calling it that?
I feel that when we travel, we are experiencing the world in a brand new way. It doesn’t mean we have to live
in the place we travel to, eat the food joyfully or even wear the clothes the locals wear. I think that when most
people travel, they are comparing what is great about the new place, what they’d like to take home with them and
(hopefully) the great experiences and memories they are creating. In all likelihood, if the person is vacationing
for pleasure and making a journal of it, they will have a sense of adventure and playfulness they might not have

in the everyday. This excitement and sense of wonder without any expectations is what I hope to create in my films.

Frequently Asked Questions - Mellissae Lucia
● What draws you to a place when photographing?
There was an intuitive training I went through to teach me how to find the locations. The process was all tied into
the adventure travel I did during my seven-year vision quest after Chris’s death. I was traveling throughout the
western United States falling in love with horses, and I just naturally wanted to go check out interesting manmade and natural spaces. My parents were great explorers, infecting me with this passion for intriguing spaces.
The guiding sensation tends to be like a little glimmer, a seductive whisper that says, “Hey, come over here,
there might be something really cool that could enchant you.” I became so attuned to the call that I would just
drive down roads and know when to stop and get out. One of the fascinating things I also learned about artistic
exploration is the carrot principle. Often what I was initially drawn to was simply the red-herring that got me high
enough or over the next hill to be able to see where I was really meant to end up. I don’t know about you, but
my life often works on the carrot principle.
The first time I clearly remember taking magical shots was at a highway construction storage lot that was filled
with blinking signs in Sedona during my horse phase. I went at night and took a series of images of myself within
the field of glowing orbs. I was reclaiming my youthful love of pushing the boundaries, of testing my courage by
exploring abandoned and isolated places. It was so much fun that the focus of my trips became finding hidden
magic and beauty. I have never been a marathon driver, rushing to get to my next destination, and being alone I
could stop whenever I wanted to check things out. So these wanderings were not so much about covering massive ground as seeing and absorbing where I was.
●It’s hard to believe you do most of your photos with “monkey shots.” (Holding the camera out at arms
length and taking self-portraits blindly).  When did you figure out this process presented that special
quality in your photos?
My childhood friend Terri Griffith and her partner Serena taught it to me. I love the quirky, irregular symmetry it
offers, anything that has an element of surprise or off-the-cuff enchantment makes me very happy. I have such
a controlling side that any artwork I do is trying to balance my willfulness with divine intervention and playful
miracles. I started doing the monkey shots regularly as I traveled throughout the west falling in love with horses
for three years. I would send pictures back to my mother, “Here I am on a horse in Montana,” ”Here I am at a
Horse Dance Ceremony in Topanga Canyon.” It also reminds me of my beloved photo booth pictures, goofy, irreverent, fun self-portraits you can do alone.
I was spending a tremendous amount of time alone after Chris died re-callibrating and healing myself, so solo
processes were essential. After years of doing the monkey shots, they had become second nature, and when
I began the Earthen Body series of nude self-portraits on the land it was only natural to play that way. I’m not
sure I even thought much about it, it just was. By the time I had done the Earthen Body work for a year and a
half, I was so well trained that when I began the Painted Body series in the graffiti tunnels in New Mexico it ways
MY way. There is a fluidity, a merging with the camera that allows a spontaneity and lack of self-consciousness
that my work requires.
●It was probably both a blessing and a hindrance to grow up with so many successful artists around
you.  We see in the film why it was great, but how was it also a challenge?
The piece I had to come to terms with was that I had my own gifts as an artist. Since I was surrounded by people
obsessed with beauty and design, I didn’t know if I just inherited an affinity for appreciating it, or if I had my own
mojo and should pursue it as a life path. My dad is such a strong presence in my life that at times I idolized him
and his talent. He can draw really well, having spent a lot of time as a kid honing that skill. I did not draw a lot so
detailed, life-like drawing are not one of my gifts. And at times I wished I had that skill, but as I grew I found that
I had my own gifts. The horse collages, and then the animal watercolors were really the thresholds into my own
confidence around my work. I knew they came together well, and I resurrected my dormant dream of a career as

a visual artist. So I would say the life-long aesthetic training was invaluable, but then I had to sanctify myself to
claim my own identity as an artist.
●When someone is in love with the Southwest, they seem to have an extreme passion for it.  Can you
explain why that may be?
The desert is an intense place. It’s raw, wild, severe, subtle, barren, and expansive in its Technicolor glory. It is
not the most nurturing of environments, so I think the folks who resonate with it have certain character traits that
make them crave its intensity. Then when they actually find it, it fits them so well that their love of it becomes
extreme like the climate itself. Many people abhor the desert, but the ones who love it feel like they finally got
the nutrients they always wanted. Here is a quote from the book Crimes and Splendors: Desert Cantos of
Richard Misrach from a fellow photographer and desert devote:
”Deserts are generally seen as a zone of passage rather than as a place of habitation or extended study. Their
inhospitable climate (intense heat and cold, glaring light, and lack of water or shelter) and vast scale discourage
cultivation, or even lingering observation. Misrach, however, acknowledges that he enjoys working in there. “It
is the heat,” he told editor Melissa Harris, “the feel of the earth, the rich solitude and silence, and the remarkable
scale of everything that makes being there so deeply fulfilling...Physically and mentally, that’s where I feel the
most alive.” (Page 21)
●MK and you both seem to have very different styles.  Your work seems more sophisticated, intense and
elegant while hers is more playful and fast-paced.  How did you come to collaborate?
We met through a mutual friend about eight years ago, and hit it off immediately. Along with my intensity I also
have a very playful side, and MK is more intense than she lets on. We began working together on my early
websites and found that we communicated very well, and with both our backgrounds in art and design we each
brought a strong visual intelligence to the table. We found that we could collaborate beautifully, bouncing ideas
off each other, and coming up with something better than either of us could do alone. She was also able to translate some of my visual inspirations so well that throughout our years of projects we built up a lot of joy and faith in
each other. I believe this is part of why the movie happened, I trusted her enough to do a respectful and skillful
job telling my story. And when we began this project I was much more squeamish about how my work might be
received by a larger audience. We also did butt heads about different styles. I have some very excitable and
enthusiastic sides to myself, and have spent years chilling out. Sometimes now when music or images seem
too kinetic or frenzied to me, I react viscerally in a negative way. I think MK sees a faster pace as being playful
and fun, but at times I just get overwhelmed like being in a pinball machine. I did come around on a lot of it, I just
needed to sit with it and let it sink in.
●Why do you do your work naked and are you ever afraid being a woman alone on the land?
I have always been a child of the earth. I grew up surrounded by wooded ravines, and my spirit is happiest in
nature. For me being in nature is reconnecting with the essence of who I am beyond all the voices and ideas
of other people and the larger culture. I am free there and content. An extension of that earthen liberation became doing the work nude. The disrobing first emerged when I was teaching women’s workshops with horses
in rural west Texas. I was in love with the land there, and had found this huge bone that looked like a mask. It
must be the Georgia O’Keefe muse coming through, because I have always adored bones and rocks, twigs and
feathers, all of nature’s sacred objects. Finding this bone became the conscious beginning of the Earthen Body
self-portraiture series that lead to the Painted Body series. Soon after finding this outrageously beautiful calcified entity, I had an image fly into my mind’s eye. I saw myself lying naked on the desert floor, taking pictures of
myself with the bone. I had never done anything like this before, and the idea thrilled and scared me. It felt really
erotic and radical as if the well behaved, indoctrinated woman in me should never be so wild. But being a desert
neophyte, I decided to compromise on the full prostration, and at dusk I took my top off and stood as I clicked
about twenty pictures with this epic bone. MY life would never be the same.
Back to earthen genius Georgia O’Keefe, I later thought back to her Santa Fe Opera poster I grew up with that
had a skull floating above the vast New Mexico landscape. That image always had a supernatural power to me,
as if I was destined to go live out some desert dream. Georgia’s profound effect on my psyche was now manifesting itself thirty years later through this horse pelvis mask. Those first pictures emerged right before I left the

Northwest, and I printed them out larger when I returned to Seattle from Texas and was stunned. There was an
energy, a presence that came through the land and myself that I had never seen before. There were vortexes in the
photographs that wanted to pull me in. I was not ready to be Alice in Wonder Land yet, going down the rabbit hole,
so I hid the images for four months until my thirty-ninth birthday. I didn’t want anyone else’s opinions or projections to
spoil something that I knew was very precious but new and vulnerable. That was the beginning of a year and a half
trust-walk doing the Earthen Body work throughout the lush northwest coast, arid southwest desert and the magical
south island of New Zealand.
The whole Earthen Body and Painted Body photography series have been about building confidence and trust,
and learning how to listen and follow. So four months later, on my birthday back on the northwest coast, I descended
barefoot through the ancient Olympic Peninsula forest and danced with the elements and my camera again,nude. I
went from the desert to the ocean. That seems to be a theme in my life. As I strode towards my destiny I heard a
voice say, “This is your work.” I can be a smart as, so I thought, walking barefoot on the land? That second Earthen
Body shoot confirmed that it was not a fluke, and that magic and mystery were being co-created in these photo
shoots. The nudity is an offering, a prayer of surrender and sacrifice. It is becoming raw and transparent, exposed
and thus safe, the paradox of giving up your protective armor and flying unencumbered into joyful union with the
creative process. For me it always feels so right to be nude on the land. I feel like a happy toddler who has finally
gotten what she truly desires, to move freely beyond the constrictions of clothing and property. To be a child of the
mud and the stream, the wind caressing your entire body, the sun warming the hairs on your skin. It’s very sensual
and erotic in the grandest sense of full, passionate, embodied living.
It was also a huge practice in believing in my own intuitive knowing as a woman doing this alone. I grew up with
some of my family members struggling with anxiety. I took some of this on and in my teens and twenties had massive
self-consciousness and fear. I now recognize that I am an empath, one who feels others emotions and energy very
strongly, but then I just thought I was in a constant tempest of worry and angst (not realizing I was picking up everybody else’s anxious atmosphere). So for me to be a woman and believe that my intuition and spirit guardians would
keep me safe, or warn me if I needed to be the deer and flee was huge. HUGE. Probably one of the most freeing
things in my entire life. So the nudity was both a home coming to my true essence and a cleansing of the years of
anxiety I had inherited; true liberation. And to this day when I am alone in nature (which is a lot), I just check in, “Am
I safe?” “Everything OK?” I trust that if I am not I will know and then react wisely. We all have the god given gift of
intuition, but most people have disregarded it for so long that its a little rusty. Apprentice to its wisdom, it may free you.

●We heard you presented your work to everyone in the film, how was that for you?
I was both intimidated and excited. We did not choose to show this in the film, but we gave my Oracle of Initiation
divination deck to each of the glass artists we interviewed, and then discussed it on film. (We hope to share more of
this footage at some point). I love the work I do, as Cappy and my father both said, they like most of there own work,
it has legs for them. And I also know that my Dad’s friends are tough and real. They would not sugar coat it if they
didn’t like it. And the miracle was some of them loved it.
Paul Marioni and I spoke of his years of dream tending and his dreamtime visits from the Oracle. Cappy resonated
with the glowing earthen spirituality. Bob Carlson’s whole life is cross-cultural, indigenous mythical studies as the
Oracle deck taps into.
We did get some reactions that didn’t get the mystical aspects of it. Dick Marquis said he had to go sort nuts and
bolts after seeing my works so he could come back down to earth from the cosmic-ness of it. But his wife Johanna
fell in love with the Painted Body series, and if you notice in her studio she has an Ansel Adams B & W Photograph
of Georgia O’Keefe with a rangy looking Ghost Ranch hand behind her. She gets the desert, and the Mystery.
The most precious part of sharing my work with everyone in the film was that I felt welcomed into the tribe as a sovereign adult artist. As I said earlier about some of the pitfalls of growing up surrounded by successful artists, you have
to learn if you have your own talent, drive and magic. You can inherit some skill, but do your really have enough of
the crazy compulsion and gifts to dedicate your life to it. And after offering who I had become as an adult to all of
these folks who have know me thirty-five to forty years, I felt like I finally received the appreciation and recognition
I had desired as a creator. This was one of the most precious parts of the entire process for me, the satisfaction of
being honored by my elders.

●How do you stay balanced and focused living a creative life?
This is such an important question. Anytime a person goes off the beaten path, there has to be something
to keep them dedicated to it, tools and perspectives that allow them to sustain that life. As a young person I
struggled a lot with insecurity, self-judgement, and anxiety mixed with depression. I do not share this as a way
of wallowing, but of keeping it real that my life has not been a bed of roses, or it has, with major thorns. Chris’s
death was not the only struggle I have experienced. My journey has been about loving and accepting myself.
It seems to be a requirement for tapping into your deeper self that a person go through a series of initiations to
break down the constrictions and allow more compassion and humility in. I got all of that in my teens and twenties. In my youth I used drugs and alcohol to try to hold myself together and deal with my emotional sensitivity
before I found intuitive/shamanic/creative/land/animal and Spirit based healing methods. In my early twenties I
knew that drugs and alcohol were going to impede my integration, so I stopped them all (a strong will can have
both constructive and challenging aspects).
My entire life I have been ravenous for spiritual union. That drive was what actually brought me to consciously
train in the intuitive arts, and that changed everything. When I surrendered to my path as a shamanic practitioner, my entire energy system shifted. For the recognition of my gifts and direction was the gateway into my continued balance. It is different for each of us what will feed and nourish our soul. My path will never by yours, but
I would hope you could draw from the pleasure and satisfaction I have tapped into to find your own bliss. It really
is a process of learning to trust yourself and your yearnings. To embrace being guided by your intuition, signs
and synchronicities that lead you to your true places. As Beatrex Quntanna the transformational Tarot master
and astrologer says, “Follow the chi; follow the energy of your unique passions.” It takes an astonishing amount
of determination, and the ability to not be owned by others voices and agendas. As Joseph Campbell says, “It
takes courage to do what you want. Other people have a lot of plans for you.”
●Are you working on any projects you can tell us about?
I just finished my second book, Oracle of Initiation-Rainbows in the Dark, the story of the desert metamorphosis that created the Oracle of Initiation divination deck. The first book was a limited edition photography
book of the Earthen Body series that Jak Wonderly from the movie helped me produce. The Oracle book and
deck is a huge project off my plate, six years of work into that miraculous creation. For years I have felt a magical faery tale/heroines journey simmering in me. I had a very interesting childhood, and feel the deep need for
more female stories to be available. This last winter the sections of the heroine’s journey came through, and I
am letting it emerge as it will. My dream is to have it be a motion picture with amazing special effects. I am also
writing my next book on how to tap into your own passion and creativity. Like the marvelous book The Artist’s
Way, by Julia Cameron, it is a guidebook to move beyond habituated voices of constriction and uncertainty to
claim your own brilliance. I love doing photography and art books, and desire to move more into ritualistic filmmaking on the land as well. We shall see how the world spins me now.
●What did you enjoy most about the process of making the film?
I had wanted to collaborate with other people for some time, and this was the first large-scale project I have cocreated. Most of my work is done alone, so this was a big deal to tackle such a massive undertaking with others.
The most enjoyable parts were negotiating and cooperating with MK, being welcomed so graciously by the elder
artists, learning I enjoyed interviewing, seeing myself grow in confidence during the process, being deeply enchanted by visiting the artist studios and homes again, showing off my beloved New Mexico, laughing a lot with
MK and Frank, being proud of how professional our Kickstarter campaign looked even if we didn’t make it, being excited about entering a new creative world through movie folks, hearing about the sincere and enthusiastic
feedback Stuart and DocuTalk folks offered MK along the way (Stuart has come to the first two screenings of
the movie-he should get a gold star!), all of the support we received in equipment (thanks TR and Daniel for the
cameras), all of the folks who agreed to be part of this wild idea and previewed it, having a blast playing with my
cousin Leela and the “mud truck incident” (***see below), talking about grunge with Ang and her miraculous story
“Dancing Horses, Honeybees, and Me,” enjoying Frank’s brilliant equipment designs and camera knowledge
(among his other ten million skills and gifts-our sweet Renaissance man), seeing how MK actually manifested
her original vision-and did it in only 9 months, doing more photo booth pictures, witnessing how inspired some
folks are by he film, and to my Dad’s willingness to lot us poke around in his world for a while. Love you poppa.

More on MK and I. She and I are both incredibly strong willed (Germans), and we both are also very sensitive
and intuitive. The blunt, determined visionaries bump up against the tender softies and then we can get our feelings hurt. What was essential, and astonishing to me in this collaboration was how honest we both were. We
laid it out when we were having struggles, owned our own stuff, and I felt so much stronger and cleaner after
these candid talks. I am much more emotional than she is, and at certain points during the process I was afraid
of being seen through the work I do. If you have met me, I am like David Lynch. I have a friendly, “aw shucks,”
Girl Scout persona, and then I do this raw, startling, nude, shamanic underworld work. So I dealt with my own
insecurities about being judged for being who I am.
The biggest thrill of all for me during the process came the night of our first public screening. We had it in a
charming local pub called Naked City (no kidding), and what I came away with was NO FEAR about being seen.
That alone has been totally worth all the things we have gone through, the liberation of my true self. Millie Grazie,
a thousand thank you’s to the blessing of this project coming into our lives. And BIG LOVE to MK and Frank for
being such a blast to work with and spending so much time honoring this story.
***The mud truck incident with my cousin Leela (can be seen at the blog: paintedinthedesert.wordpress.
com and on the website in the FAQ section)
After filming the photo booth mayhem that opens the Painted in the Desert film, MK, Leela and I were driving
back into Seattle. We had been in the north end of the city, and Leela need gas for her groovy Mustang convertible. I completely adore Leela, she is the twenty-one-year-old version of me. She is herself, and familial
character traits must be pretty strong, because she and I are so much alike. She is sweet, sensitive, irreverent,
goofy, creative, strong, intuitive, loves sugar, spirituality, and Marilyn Monroe. She is a kick ass girl. It is such a
gift to see her growing into herself.
When we returned to her car after the shoot she pulls out her “evening wear” for rollin’ in the convertible. In her
trunk she has a silk paisley smoking jacket that she co-opted from her father Karl. Uncle Karl is the life of the
party, and has an inner Hugh Heffner, so it was no surprise that he owned such a debonair article of clothing.
So Leela pulls the pilfered robe on, fearlessly wearing Playboy Mansion lounge wear publicly, and then adds the
piece de resistance. One of her buddies made her this huge, furry, black Russian trapper hat with ear flaps. She
looks like a cross between a cherubic black bear and a dark mutant Tell-a-Tubby; it rulz. Adding to the festive air
of the excursion I still have on a vintage fur pillbox hat with bright red lipstick and a baby blue down jacket. We
are quite a dashing pair with MK laughing all the way.
Leela’s CD player will only play two discs, so we are rocking out to the rapper Gucci Mane. When we stop to get
gas MK is filming our exchange, and I am joyfully praising Leela’s rock star brilliant style. As we converse a mud
covered truck with exaggerated wheels pulls up across the island from us. I was feeling sassy, so I started flirting
with the young man who got out. I forgot I looked like a crazy person with an old woman’s pillbox hat on, and was
asking where he got his rig so muddy (I am obviously pro-mud). As I was flirting away MK instructed Leela to
head over to the end of the pump closest to mud truck guy to get a shot of her with the full moon. As she saunters
over in her big pimpin’ hat and robe, the mud truck guy freaks out and drives away quickly. (Nine months later
I am still laughing out loud because it was so f*#@in fun). We figure he thought we were crazy drunks or drug
lords with Uzi’s below the robe. We almost passed out it was so much fun. Such are the things that will happen
in Shoreline on a full moon with wild women filming a movie.
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